Bmw e90 footwell module fuse

The FRM receives signals from the doors, it controls the lighting, it commands the the adaptive
headlights and it also interfaces with the dashboard. Any problems with the above functions on
your car? There are two pin connectors for the main wiring harness. There is another pin
connector that goes to the dashboard. Control units involved in the lighting system The
following is a list of all the control units involved in the lighting system, listed in alphabetical
order:. In the event of an accident, the FRM Footwell module switches on the interior light and
the hazard warning lights automatically. On the E92, the crash safety module sends a message
regarding the front passenger seat occupation detection on the K- CAN. The belt handover on
the passengers side is only activated when the front passenger seat is occupied. The trailer
module delivers the signal indicating whether a trailer is attached to the vehicle. The trailer
module also controls the trailer lighting. During trailer towing, the trailer module automatically
disables e. If a trailer is detected, the automatic parking function is disabled. Automatic parking
function: To improve the view of the kerb, the outside mirror glass is folded downwards when
reverse gear is engaged. This brings the lower area immediately around the vehicle, i. When
cruise control is in operation, the brake lights are actuated during automatic braking legal
requirement. In accordance with the traffic situation, the high-beam assistant sends a switch-on
recommendation or a switch-off recommendation for the high-beam headlights to the Footwell
module FRM. On the basis of this recommendation and various other the input variables, the
Footwell module decides whether the main-beam headlights should be switched on or off. The
roof function centre is responsible for the components of the interior lighting in the roof area.
The Basic variant of the roof function centre has its own control unit. The interior light and the
rear-compartment interior light are activated via the Footwell module FRM. The High variant of
the roof function centre has its own control unit, the FZD control unit. The lighting for the
luggage compartment and the glove box lighting are connected to the junction box electronics.
In other words, if a left turn indicator is given before overtaking, the distance to the vehicle in
front is reduced. On the other hand, when changing to the right-hand driving lane, a vehicle
moving there is picked up more quickly. Depending on the ambient lighting conditions, the
Footwell module will switch the driving lights on or off. The Footwell module switches the
low-beam headlight on. The automatic headlight-range adjustment for the dipped-beam
headlights is actuated. The adaptive headlights are then activated when the vehicle is cornering.
The evaluated switch signals are forwarded as resistance-coded by the SZL via direct lines to
the Footwell module. We hope this article has helped you troubleshoot the weird symptoms that
brought you here or that it helped you advance with your DIY project. Do you need help with a
faulty FRM? As always, we welcome comments and questions from our readers. If you want to
share something, feel free to use the comments section below. Stay tuned for more articles on
the workings of your favourite brand. Vlad Bolboceanu. Thank you for your enlightening article.
I am at my tethers end with an electrical, I think, glitch in my E93 passenger side mirror. And I
am really struggling to find anyone who could shed some light on it. I have folding, heated,
mirror glass adjustable side mirrors and my passenger side one stopped folding one day. Then
a few days later I could no longer adjust the mirror itself but it would still dip when I was
reversing! Then that started to work intermittent and I sometimes ended up with a downwards
dipped mirror frozen in that position. I took a chance and bought a secondhand mirror on ebay
and installed it myself and it worked! Only for a month though because yes, the mirror stopped
folding last week and a few days ago it stopped adjusting but it still was dipping in reverse but
would not completely go back to its memory position. I am trying to trouble shoot: First I am
checking whether the original motors on the old mirror have blown due to an electrical short by
an electrician. Then I am going to check the wiring loom and connectors for broken wires, faulty
connections and or corrosion on the connectors. Do you have any ideas what could be causing
this? Thanks for the piece on the footwell module, I found it very enlightening. I have a BMW x5
4. About 2 weeks ago I realized my battery power was running low as it took a couple of tries on
mornings to get the car to start. A voltage monitor on the front cigarette lighter would show
about 10 volts, but once the engine started, the alternator maintained it at about 14 volts. So I
knew I needed to get a new battery soon. Unfortunately, a week ago, before I got round to
replacing the battery, I drove out on an evening, everything in the car was working. I parked and
switched off lights. About an hour later, I attempted starting the engine, my monitor showed a
voltage just under 10 volts. On the 3rd try the engine startedâ€¦then I immediately noticed that
there were malfunctions showing up. There were other error on the dash. I figured an
instruments cluster malfunction. I had used the AC only an hour earlier and it was cooling
normally. The alarm sound is very low, hardly audible. The piece I read about the footwell
module makes me wonder if it was damaged due to the battery issue. Could the CAS module
have gone bad too, or is it all a problem with the footwell module. Most grateful for guidance on
this. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this

browser for the next time I comment. Although the VIN is Finding out the options and modules
your car comes with from factory is traditionally called VIN decoding. That's because Your CCC
iDrive is malfunctioning? The CCC iDrive is prone to a few common failures. In this article we
The information we provide on the functioning Your CCC unit appears to be malfunctioning and
you're thinking of having it repaired or even replaced? It used to be the case that after each
maintenance job done by the BMW dealer to your car, Comments 2. Hello Vlad, Thank you for
your enlightening article. Kind regards, Paul. I have replaced the battery, but the issues remain.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Related Posts 10 Oct
October 10, You get 1 year warranty and a repair service at a fraction of the cost charged by the
dealer. We serve customers worldwide! UK customers, click here for shipping instructions
post-Brexit. So I changed my battery and now I have lost my interior lights, power windows,
door locks, blinkers, it thinks my driver's door is open, and pretty much all other functionality
connected to the FRM. I looked it up and it seems like there is a lot of conflicting information
about the solution to this some are saying it was just a fuse they had to change, others are
saying they just had to erase the codes, others are saying they had to swap in and program a
new FRM. Anyone have any experience with this or any solutions before I bring it to a shop or
even worse a dealer? Yes this! I recommend Bimmerscan as plan B if you are in the US. Google
the service bulletin and give ur advisor the number. This has all the symptoms of a fried FRM.
You can also send the module to a repair facility to be rebuilt if you are out of warranty already
FRM warranty is only 10 years in my country. Just went through this on a buddy's N52 X5. Right
headlight would not power up. Code read as a FRM fault. Took it to the dealer, as they had made
extensive repairs on that side of the X5, including the headlight. They also diagnosed it as an
FRM problem. They said you could order a new FRM, that would have to be coded to the car, but
couldn't be returned if it didn't work. Not including installation or programming. This is NOT the
same as clearing the codes. Apparently after around 50 starts the FRM essentially locks up and
must be cleared out. There is a YouTube video explaining the full complicated process. Once he
responds back I'll try and add it to this thread. Same exact thing happened to me! A new module
isn't neccesary, the old one isn't fried, you need to reprogram it. Use of this site constitutes
acceptance of our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. All rights reserved. Want to join? Log in
or sign up in seconds. Submit a new link. Submit a new text post. Get an ad-free experience
with special benefits, and directly support Reddit. BmwTech join leave 20, readers users here
now Guidelines Please provide support to our fellow enthusiasts if you can. Please do not
downvote posts of people seeking legitimate help. Only share BMW related content. Do not
submit memes or rage comics. Welcome to Reddit, the front page of the internet. Become a
Redditor and join one of thousands of communities. BmwTech submitted 7 days ago by
obscuredbythecows. Want to add to the discussion? Post a comment! Create an account.
Excuse me what??? At least 10 years extended warranty for that shitty FRM. Rotate both
thumbscrews 90 degrees to unlock and remove cover plate. Siren Alarm system Comfort access
control unit Door control unit, front left Door control unit, front right. Fuse 1 Skip to content.
Tags: Fuse box diagram BMW. Terminal 15 relay Fuse and relay box in passenger compartment,
fuses 6, 7, 9, 10, 30, relay R6. Terminal 30 relay Fuse and relay box in passenger compartment,
fuses 13 â€” 15, 18 â€” 20, 22, 23, 25 â€” 28, 34, 45, 46, 49, 60, 70, 71, 76, Oxygen sensor in front
of the catalytic converter Oxygen sensor behind the catalytic converter. Crankshaft position
sensor Camshaft sensor Electronics box E-box cooling fan Fuse box in passenger compartment
Injectors. Boost pressure sensor Hall sensor Rail pressure control valve Evaporative canister
purge solenoid s , volume control. Oxygen sensor in front of the catalytic converter Crankcase
breather EGR cooler change-over valve Swirl control solenoid Preheating control unit Oil level
sensor. Boost pressure regulator solenoid Camshaft sensor Rail pressure control valve Fuel
delivery control solenoid Throttle position valve. Coolant pump MAP-controlled engine cooling
thermostat Evaporative canister purge solenoid s Camshaft sensor. Oxygen sensor in front of
the catalytic converter Oxygen sensor 2 in front of the catalytic converter Oxygen sensor
behind the catalytic converter Oxygen sensor 2 behind the catalytic converter Crankcase
breather. Exhaust manifold flap Electronics box E-box cooling fan Fuel tank leak diagnosis Hot
film air mass sensor. It will not only cost a lot of money to repair frm module,but also many time
on it. So I share guide on how to repair bmw frm module guide here. Difference device have
difference wiring diagram,follow yours and read eeprom data out. If the eeprom data is exactly
the same as your car original data, you do not need coding. Select data stream: FRM Module
has been replaced. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary

cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Turn light and car window lifter work incorrectly. Communication trouble. This website
uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out
if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience
while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized
as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Ad vertisements. Here you will find fuse box diagrams of BMW
3-Series , , , , , , , and i, d, i, d, i, d, i, i, d, i, i, d, i, d , get information about the location of the fuse
panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay.
Battery safety terminal BST ; 2. Line to engine electronics; 4. Line to IBS electronics; 5. Line to
junction box; 6. Battery sensor IBS ; 7. Battery ground cable; 8. High amperage fuses fusible
links ; 9. Housing; High current connector; Open the glove compartment, turn the two clamps,
and remove the cover. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses
blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Fuse box location. Rear power distribution
panel. Fuse box in the glove compartment. E-box engine electronics module. Learn more: How
to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our
website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy
policy. Comfort access control module Front door outer handles control modules Siren and tilt
alarm sensor. Shift selector lighting Telephone eject box Telephone transceiver. Cargo
compartment lights Central information display Glove compartment light Trunk light.
Convertible: Diversity antenna Gearshift bezel lighting Non-convertible: Electrochromic rear
view mirror Gearshift bezel lighting. Crankshaft sensor Fuel tank vent valve Mass air flow
sensor Oil condition sensor Variable intake manifold controllers Volume control valve. Fuel
injectors Ignition coils Ignition coil interference suppression capacitor. Crankshaft sensor
Engine control module ECM Fuel tank vent valve Fuel volume control valve Mass air flow sensor
Oil condition sensor Variable intake manifold controllers. Comfort access control module Dual
remote control receiver Front door handle control module. Diversity antenna Electrochromic
rear-view mirror Selector lever illumination. Glove compartment light Heating and
air-conditioning Trunk or cargo compartment light. Crankshaft sensor Fuel tank vent valve Oil
condition sensor Volume control valve. The wiring circuits in the vehicle are protected from
short circuits by fuses. This greatly reduces the chance of damage caused by electrical
problems. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band is broken
or melted, replace the fuse. Be sure to replace a bad fuse with a new one of the identical size
and rating. Fuses of the same amperage can be temporarily borrowed from another fuse
location if a fuse goes out. Replace the fuse as soon as possible. Never attempt to repair a
blown fuse and do not replace a defective fuse with a substitute of another color or amperage
rating, otherwise, this could lead to a circuit overload, ultimately resulting in a fire in the vehicle.
Open the cover in the glove compartment and remove it. Spare fuses and a pair of plastic
forceps are set in holders on the distributor box. See the rear of the cover for information on
fuse assignment. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. When replacing a blown fuse, it is important to use only a fuse having the correct
amperage rating. The use of a fuse with a rating other than indicated may result in a dangerous
electrical system overload. If a properly rated fuse continues to blow, it indicates a problem in
the circuit that must be corrected. Rear power distribution panel high amperage fuses ;
Junction box fuse panel; E-box engine electronics fuse carriers. Main Page. This website uses
cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you
wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.

Non-necessary Non-necessary. When the module becomes faulty it will affect operation of these
functions. External lights such as the headlights and taillights will remain on all the time and
you will find that you will not be able to turn these off. Whilst the footwell module is in fault
mode the maintenance or service light will be constantly illuminated. If you take the vehicle to a
garage to perform diagnostics with scan tools you will find that the module fails to achieve
communications. Fault codes may still be found in other control modules that will signify a fault
with the footwell module. To rectify this problem, main dealerships may want to order an
expensive brand-new replacement from manufacturer, which will also require coding to the
vehicle at an extra expense. Not only is this expensive, but the replacement module will only
come with a very short one-year warranty and will undoubtedly fail due to the inherent fault not
being worked-out at factory level. By choosing the FRM3 repair option there will be no need for
coding once you receive the unit back from us, and we will provide an unlimited mile lifetime
warranty as standard. Communications to the FRM unit will not be possible, but fault codes will
be stored in other electronic control units. Before any repair we comprehensively test the
footwell module on our Hardware-In-the-Loop rigs. After identifying all faults we will strip the
unit and replace components with higher rated than standard. Post rebuild testing ensures that
the module meets and exceeds manufacture specifications. Programming will not be required
after repair â€” all coding is retained during test and rebuild meaning that the unit is plug and
play when you receive it back from us. Our strict quality control: encompassing testing,
components and workmanship will ensure only the highest level of work is carried out to meet
our lifetime warranty standards. With a work defect lower than 0. Send us your package by
tracked courier the shipping instructions are on the confirmation email. Once received we will
test, rebuild and return your FRM module with an unlimited mileage lifetime warranty. Fill in and
submit this test form. English English Italiano. Programming: Programming will not be required
after repair â€” all coding is retained during test and rebuild meaning that the unit is plug and
play when you receive it back from us. Quality: Our strict quality control: encompassing testing,
components and workmanship will ensure only the highest level of work is carried out to meet
our lifetime warranty standards. This is not a problem, if you prefer this option then follow the
following steps: Fill in and submit this test form. Print the booking confirmation email. We will
then rebuild your module and return it to you with an unlimited mileage warranty. Dashboard
Instrument Cluster. ECU Engine Management. I have a Mini Countryman. Could you tell me how
much it costs to have the existing footwell module repaired? Very pleased with service. I sent of
my foot well moduel for repair. Im in many car groups and have recommended this company. I
Will use again with out second thoughts. Hi Matthew, thank you for your comment and
recommendations to others. Hi am I right in thinking that on my footwell module my low
pressure fuel pumps relay is soldered on the back. My vehicle is a Mini Cooper s. However it
does not contain a fuel pump relay, this would be external to this module. Hi Hajar, for rebuild
and shipping costs please select your vehicle above. Hi Chris, for rebuild prices please select
your vehicle make and model above. Hi Graham, for prices and shipping information please
click on your vehicle model above. All Rights Reserved. It acts as a gateway module,
processing these signals and using them to control the following systems:. If you are
experiencing a failed FRM in any these vehicles and are still within the warranty period, you may
entitled to a new replacement. To download the SIB extending the warranty on your footwell
module, please click here. In this case the least expensive and quickest option is to remove the
FRM and ship it to a qualified repair shop to have it reprogrammed. Whatever route you take,
the good news is the FRM is very easy to replace, even for the novice home mechanic. We give
you detailed instructions below on how to remove it in less than 20 minutes. Reinstalling the
BMW footwell module is very straightforwardâ€¦just follow the above steps in reverse. The top
plastic hex nut can be a bit of a pain to reinstall. It is is difficult to see where it installs,
especially when you are lying on your back on the floor of the car. Take your time and use
patience to avoid losing the nut. The Repair Cost graphically displays approximately how
expensive the repair will be to perform. Please note that these cost estimates are approximate
and can fluctuate based on brand preferences and manufacturer. Share on Facebook. Even
though we have used a BMW i to perform this repair, this article can be applied to any BMW
vehicle with a footwell module with minor modifications. For more information on affiliate links ,
please click here. BMW footwell module FRM optional â€” If you do not fall within the warranty
period and your old module is not repairable, you can order a brand new replacement. Please
note that new units will s
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till need to coded to your VIN number. There are many repair shops online that can code your
new moduleâ€¦just do a quick Google search to find them. Please click on the footwell modules
below for a complete list of what cars it is compatible with. For more information on what LCI
means, please click here. FRM2 - Please click to see the full list of vehicles this part is
compatible with. FRM3 - Please click to see the full list of vehicles this part is compatible with.
T20 torx bit. Screwdriver â€” phillips. And congratulations for Doing It Yourself! All rights
reserved. BMW E90 i N52 3. The Level of Difficulty displays graphically how challenging the
repair is, from beginner to expert. Beginner repairs usually require very few tools, have short
repair times and are simple to complete for even the most novice of mechanics. As the difficulty
level rises expect the repair to demand more time, use more specialized tools, and require a
better understanding of mechanics to complete the job.

